
Save time on your most demanding projects using PRO-
BLADE™ STATION with Thunderbolt™ 3 (40Gbps) in your 
workflow where you need high throughput. Utilize the 
4 PRO-BLADE™ SSD mag slots to edit, copy, and move 
massive amounts of data quickly with transfer speeds 
up to 3000MB/s read and 2600MB/s write**. Avoid 
downtime waiting for transfers by simply moving PRO-
BLADE™ SSD mags between PRO-BLADE™ TRANSPORT 
portable and PRO-BLADE™ STATION desktop 
enclosures.1 Versatile SSD modularity lets you create a 
customized setup making each project fast and efficient.

KEY FEATURES

Powerful 4-bay PRO-BLADE™ 
SSD mag enclosure for ultra-fast, 
modular workflows

PRO-BLADE™  
STATION

USB 3.2 Gen 2
(10Gbps) compatible

Thunderbolt™ 3
(40Gbps)

4× PRO-BLADE™
SSD Mag Slots

 ▶ Save time using PRO-BLADE™ STATION  
with Thunderbolt™ 3 (40Gbps) and USB-C™ 
(10Gbps) compatibility in your workflow where 
you need high throughput

 ▶ Utilize the 4 PRO-BLADE™ SSD mag slots to 
edit, copy, and move massive amounts of data 
quickly with transfer speeds up to 3000MB/s 
read and 2600MB/s write**

 ▶ Avoid downtime waiting for transfers by simply 
moving PRO-BLADE™ SSD mags between 
PRO-BLADE™ TRANSPORT portable and 
PRO-BLADE™ STATION desktop enclosures1 

 ▶ Features flow-through active ventilation to 
help cool PRO-BLADE™ SSD mags1 and 
maintain high-speed performance

 ▶ Versatile SSD modularity lets you create a 
customized setup for each project

 ▶ Mount the PRO-BLADE™ STATION to your 
custom rig setup with its load-bearing 
mounting points

10Gbps

USB

5-year Limited 
Warranty



SPECIFICATIONS
Interface (2x) Thunderbolt™ 3/USB-C™ (10Gbps) ports

Capacity 0TB

Data Transfer Rate** Up to 3000MB/s read and 2600MB/s write

Operating Temperature 32o - 95oF   |   0o-35oC

Size (LxWxH) 7.1 x 5.24 x 3.06 in | 180.4 x 133 x 77.6 mm

Weight 3.06 lbs | 1.45 kg

System requirement
Compatibility dependent on the PRO-BLADE™ SSD mag format. 
macOS 10.13+ and Windows® 10+ compatible.

Retail Packaging (LxWxH)

8.46 x 6.50 x 8.58 in | 215 x 165 x 218 mm
Retail boxes per master carton: 1
Master cartons per pallet: 60
Units per pallet: 60

Limited warranty 5 years

PRO-BLADE™ 
STATION

** Up to 3000MB/s read speed; up to 2600MB/s write speed. 1MB/s = 1 million bytes per second. Based on internal testing on single PRO-BLADE SSD mag performance; performance may vary depending 
upon host device, SSD mag, usage conditions, and other factors.

1 PRO-BLADE SSD mag and PRO-BLADE TRANSPORT sold separately.
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WORLDWIDE
Capacity SKU UPC EAN GTIN-14

0TB SDPM34F-0000-GBABD 6 19659 19853 4 0 619659198534 10619659198531

CHINA
Capacity SKU UPC EAN GTIN-14

0TB SDPM34F-0000-ZBABD 6 19659 19855 8 0 619659198558 10619659198555


